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The new M 12 MAX with thumbhole stock offers perfect ergonomics and intuitive accuracy. MAXimum success thanks to MAXimum control and precision.

• Thumbhole stock made out of extremely robust, high-grade laminated wood
• Typical timeless Mauser Design
• Steep pistol grip for a relaxed grip
• The large thumbhole enables the shooter to reach around the pistol grip quickly
• Innovative new Mauser cheekpiece for a relaxed head posture
• Made for right and left-handed shooters

The M 12 MAX is available in all M 12 calibres, barrel contours and lengths. Special options such as a threaded muzzle, bipod adapter or jewelled bolt are also available.

Since 1872
Real. secure.

With immediate effect, the M 12 is now also available with a manual cocking system. The new M 12 S with a manual cocking system includes all the functions of the M 12. The M 12 S has its familiar features. Not only that, it is now possible to use the manual cocking system to easily and silently cock the rifle even when it is uncocked.

The firing spring is only cocked shortly before the shot itself which means that the rifle can be carried safely and securely, even when loaded. The M 12 S has a new cocking system designed to reduce the need for unnecessary movement and to ensure that the bolt remains securely closed when the rifle is uncocked.

The new M 12 S with a manual cocking system offers perfect performance, reliable operation and precision.

- Durable, reliable design
- Manual cocking system
- Steady grip on the forearm
- Easy and silent cocking
- Reduced trigger pull
- Automatic bolt lock
- Made for right and left-handed shooters

This M 12 S manual cocking system includes all the original M 12 functions for continued success. Not only that, it is now possible to use the manual cocking system to easily and silently cock the rifle, even when it is mounted.

The M 12 S manual cocking system is designed so that the bolt is automatically secured and cannot be accidentally opened when the rifle is uncocked.

Uncocked, bolt is locked. Uncocked position to open the bolt. Cocked, the bolt can be opened.

Since 1872
Real. MAXimal.
The new Mauser M 12 Trail was specifically designed for the requirements of game trackers and hunters on the move. The heart is made up of the M 12 steel action with a short 47cm (18 1/2”) barrel. The blaze-orange camo stock with excellent grip has a strong signalling effect and communicates this rifle’s professional standards at first glance. But the new rifle’s most impressive feature is its great pointability, without forsaking any of the classic Mauser values of reliability, safety and accuracy.

- Cal.: .308 Win. / 8 x 57 / 9.3 x 62
- Barrel length 47cm (18 1/2”), normal contour
- 3-Dot drive hunt sights
- Muzzle: Muzzle-Safe
- Removable sling swivel at muzzle
- Moveable snap-ball sling loop on hear stock
- Barrel & action surfaces are finished in matte black Ilaflon = corrosion protection
- Signal orange-grey synthetic camo stock
- Rifle weight: approx. 3.1kg (6 3/4 lbs)
- Overall length only 97.5cm (38 2/5”)

The new Mauser M 12 Impact is the perfect partner on the range or in the field. Originally designed for use under especially harsh conditions, the Mauser M 12 Impact combines the edge of the field with the Mauser M 12 action.

- 3-position SRS firing pin safety
- Solid-steel 20MOA Picatinny rail
- Uncompromising, crisp single-stage trigger
- Detachable 5-round zigzag magazine
- Ergonomic extended bolt handle with 60° bolt lift
- Bolt head with six solid lugs for maximum safety
- Bipod adapter
- Wide loading breech (allowing loading from the top)
- Outstanding bolt throw
- Excellent accuracy thanks to steel bolt body (chamber forged barrel)
- Locking system 20MOA Picatinny rail
- Highest accuracy thanks to direct locking in the cold hammer forged barrel
- Detailed plastic stock with non-slip SoftTouch coating
- Ilaflon coating for maximum corrosion protection
- Short, light, fluted barrel, threaded for moderator (M15 x 1) incl. cap
- Superb handling due to compact, light build
- Calibres .243 Win. and .308 Win.
- Total length 101.5cm (40”), 3.1kg (6 3/4 lbs)
In many countries silencers are an appreciated tool and partner in every day hunting situations. With its noise- as well as tremendous reduction of muzzle flash and recoil it truly is hard to imagine hunting without one. As Norway is one of those countries we put our trust in a partner which has its origin there and brings long term experience and know-how in developing the most advanced silencers available. This is how the cooperation with our new partner started. With support from the Norwegian Ministry of Defence we were able to work with Mauser in developing the M15 and M03 Silencers. The result is a high performance and light weight silencer which surpasses the legal minimum of -20dB by far even when used with Magnum calibers. Every silencer takes advantage of the proven Mauser Muzzle-Safe System, protecting the silencer itself and the barrel securely not to get any dirt and moisture in it.

• Mauser by A-TEC
• Fits caliber .30 & 8mm
• Mauser Muzzle-Safe-System for superior barrel & silencer protection
• Includes Muzzle-Safe-Patches (50 pcs.)
• Noise reduction: -30 dB (outstanding performance)
• Recoil: dependent on caliber / loadings up to -50%
• Muzzle flash: effective reduction, perfect for dusk- and night hunting
• 2 version for M15 x 1 (standard-contour) or M17 x 1 (Solid / 7JM-contour) threads
• Lenght: 230mm (9") / diameter: 48mm (1 7/8") / extension to Muzzle 130mm (5")
• Weight: 370g (0.8 lbs)

Our Mauser Silencer will also be offered in compelling packages together with the M12 & M03 Extreme!
The new Mauser mount was developed specifically for M 12 and 98 actions. The mount is simple to operate and absolutely reliable. Six locking lugs enable scopes to be mounted and removed with precise repeatability. This locking mechanism also ensures maximum shooting stability.

- Very low in height
- 30mm and 1 inch rings available
- Highest reliability
- Returns to zero accurate
- Tension-free mounting of the optics
- Adjustable conical fits / locking
- Simple to operate
- Precise repeatability
- Fits M 12 and M 98 (UNS thread size 6-48)
- Made in Germany - Real. Mauser.